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FFA Leadership Conference
(Continued from Pago B2S)

The ASE was an obstacle
course, challenging teams of FFA
participants to worktogether to eli-
minate mental obstacles inorder to
cooperatively overcome a physical
obstacle.

would have on the balance.
“Everyone had an important

part,” Hamish said. “If you took
one person away, there wouldn’t
be any balance.”

The next obstacle was a type of
maze constructed not only with
directional twists, but with
various-height hurdles.

The test was to have one person
go through the course blindfolded
while a partner provided instruc-
tions on how to safely and success-
fully get through.

Hamish said that part of the
ASE reinforced the responsibili-
ties of those being led.

‘That developed trust. The per-
son blindfolded had to trust the
other person. That’s a big thing on
a team. You have to trust other
people,” Hamish said.

The members ofthe teams were
randomly selected, and state offic-
ers also were divided among the
teams and held no special rank.

Hamish said that the first obsta-
cle in the course was a sort of
teeter-totter made from a plank
bound to a cut log. The object of
the obstacle was to get all team-
members onto the plank and bring
theplank into i state ofbalance for
a period of 30 seconds.

“You had to consider every-
body’s ability,” Harnish said,
adding that the test also required
team membes to honestly consider
the effect that each individual

She said that those who would
lead others need to gain the respect

From the left, front, a blindfolded Joel Fox, of Garden
Spot FFA, gets instructions from Matt Strickler, of the Sol-
anco FFA Chapter, on how to navigate a maze, while Heidi
Dalhammer, the current state FFA secretary, gets instruc-
tion from Michelle Cornman, of Big Spring FFA.
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55- The “Model55“ bale rack is thefoundation on
which Steffen Systems Incorporated has built its
reputation of quality This model is available in
many trame-size options, as well as with attach-
ments to lit bucket loaders, forklifts and skidsteer
loaders, to accomodate nearly any bale size or
mounting application

950- The Bale “Accumulators” are designed to
conveniently and easily arrange up to ten 2-tie or
eight 3-tle bales Into a uniform package Thefully
automatic electric over hydraulic controls operate
the accumulator without the naad of an operator
With He quick and smooth functions the bale accu-
mulator can accept up to five bales per minute
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and trust ofthose they wish to help
by leading, tocommunicate effec-
tively, and to establish a clear
understandingof the real common
goal that creates the bond between
leader and follower.

Another type of cooperative
task was for a team to successfully
“walk” as a group, using common
“feet.”

The instructors told the students
that they were traveling through a
forest and came upon a watery
obstacle that wouldn’t support the
weight of each individual
separately.

Given two long planks, each
outfitted with six loops ofrope, the
groups were to all get on the two
planks and use the rope loops as
handholds.

The groups then were to “walk”
foward, as one unit.

Hamish said she was pleased
with how well the group she was in
worked together.

(Turn to Pago 827)

- Increased Property Value
- Fire Protection
- Livestock Watering
- Recreation/Conservation
- Irrigation

• New construction
• Reconstruction of an existing pond
• Sealing a leaking pond
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200- The “Model200” sell-propelled yard loader
is a unique machine designed to move many bale
sizes and package configurations at high speed Its
stacking height of 20 feet and short wheelbase
allow the “Model 200" to maneuver in and out of
tight areas while making optimum use ofthe exist-
ing storage space
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65* The “Model 66“ bale rack is specifically de-
signed to match the needs of New Holland bale
wagon users, such as models 1003,1037 & 1069
With six hook bars, this unit easily handles any
three-bale-wide package This model is also avail-
able withseveral frame-size options and mounts to
suit your special needs

Call For Field Demonstration!
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL OR WRITE;

DAVID O. FINK
6958 Phillips Road

Germansville, PA 18053
215-767-1408

Fax 215-767-1312
• Harvest Tech Equip. • Twins
• Drying Agents . Plastic Bala Wrap
• Pressrvativsa

Steffen Systems, Inc.
8045 State Strati, Salem, OR 97301

(BOS) 309-9941
Fax (BOS) S7l-4770

51-32- The “Model 51-32“ bale nek Is a perfect
match for most compressed bale loading or un-
loading operations With a trams slza ol 86' x 86'
and powered vertical tilt The unit adapts nicely to
6000 to 7000 lb lift trucks Comesstandard with32
teeth, 2 hook cylinders The "Model 61 -32' Isexcel-
lent tor hall cut bales
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Ontheright, Marci Harnish, state FFA vicepresident, pre-
sents a certificate of appreciation to JudyShatzer, of Four-
Seasons Produce, for sponsorship of the Eastern Pennsyl-
vania FFA Leadership Conference.

COCALICO EQUIPMENT CO. is equipped
with the best possible equipment t? build a quality pond on
your land.

€cocalicoEQUIP. CO.
Drainage - Excavating - Ponds^W®^r

323 Reinholds Rd., Denver PA 17517 \LICA/
(717) 336-3808 (717) 738*3794


